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BACKGROUND

Prescribing of brand name drugs when generic alternatives
exist has been linked to decreased patient adherence and worse
health outcomes.1 Furthermore, failure to substitute brand
name for generic drugs results in billions of dollars in estimat-
ed excess costs to individual patients and the US health system
yearly.2 Using drugs’ trade names rather than generic names in
clinical practice has been shown to increase usage of these
brand name drugs over their generic equivalents, even when
pharmacy substitution is available.3 American medical
schools have therefore included policies supporting use of
nonproprietary drug names in the clinical setting as part of a
range of interventions to promote generic prescribing and limit
industry influence on medical students and trainees.4

To what extent physicians and other healthcare providers
continue to use trade names versus generic names in clinical
communication is difficult to measure; however, text pages
represent a contemporaneous record of communication across
members of the multidisciplinary healthcare team, including
pharmacists and nursing staff, and can be used to assess
fluency with medication naming.

OBJECTIVE

Using a novel large-scale approach, we sought to characterize
the relative use of trade and generic drug names in the inpa-
tient setting.

METHODS AND FINDINGS

We analyzed 1,048,576 text pages to internal medicine residents
staffing inpatient medicine services between June 1, 2013 and
April 24, 2017 at a large academic university hospital. Mentions
of medications by both generic and brand names were identified
and tallied. When explicitly mentioned in the body of the text

page, the occupation of the sender was established. Multivariate
analysis was performed on the sender occupation, number of
syllables, consonants, and vowels in both the generic and trade
names. Text pages were algorithmically processed using Python
and statistical tests were performed in R. This study was ap-
proved by the Stanford University IRB.
We identified 102,243 pages regarding medications, of which

34,489 (33.7%) pages were from nurses and 20,446 (20.0%)
pages were from pharmacists (Fig. 1). Sixty-two medications
(i.e., unique active ingredients) were mentioned more than 240
times. The most common classes of medications were analgesics
(12.9%), antibiotics (12.9%), and anticoagulants (11.3%). There
was significant variation in the preferential use of brand names
versus generic names (Fig. 1). Nurses were more likely than
pharmacists to use trade names (OR 39.9, 95% CI 26.5–53.3,
p = 0.004). A greater number of syllables in generic name com-
pared to the trade name was also correlated with trade name
usage (OR 3.1, 95% CI 1.8–4.5, p = 0.022). There was no
interaction between profession and number of syllables.

DISCUSSION

Text paging behaviors reflect real-world, informal provider-to-
provider communication. By applying a high-throughput method
of assessing medication naming sentiment, we show that there is
significant variability in preference of brand name versus generic
name usage for common drugs in the inpatient setting. For certain
drugs, the brand name was used overwhelmingly more than the
generic—in some cases, by nearly 100 to 1. For example, nurses
preferentially mentioned Haldol and Zofran rather than haloper-
idol and ondansetron. These observations suggest that the prop-
agation of brand names in this academic medical center comes
from many avenues, including from non-physician members of
the multidisciplinary treatment team. We also found a preference
for medication names with fewer syllables, although this effect
may be confounded by the space-limited context of text pages.
Though our analysis draws on the depth of over one million

text pages, its limitation to one institution may constrain
generalizability. Our institution has similar trainee demo-
graphics to the general American medical school population;
however, the surrounding patient population generally repre-
sents a wealthier and more ethnically diverse population.5Published online May 1, 2018
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Internal medicine societies have identified a need to devel-
op strategies for increasing the relative use of generic drugs
over their brand-name counterparts.6 Structural changes like
adopting electronic medical record systems that standardize
medication names, limiting industry influence, increasing pro-
vider awareness of generic medication names may improve
the relative use of generic drugs. Insofar as our findings reflect
variable community standards for medication name usage
across different health professions, educational interventions
to reduce brand name use within specific communities may be
effective in furthering this effort. Further work should be done
to assess the impact of educational and quality improvement
initiatives to reduce brand name use and the impact on pre-
scribing behaviors.
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